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High Schools and the Social Relations of Production

0

Educational research -2from its boncern two dedades ago

with the "exceptional. child," to.the emhasis a decade ago on
\f,

"compensatory education," to its present preoccupation with the

failure of reforM has, until recently, been supportive of the

social system. And even recently, research which attributes

the failure of educational reform to achieveqequality to the

,individual (i.e., genetic endowment) implicitly supports the

existing structure of society. Alongside thirs analysis there

occurs the competing explanation tiaa:t.soMething about the;society

itself presages the failure of educational reform.

Education haS always had as its objective the transmission

of the values o a sodiety.
1
'According to "Durkheim (1556),

when a society becomes so complex that it cannot, be transmitted a

without a formal system, its institutional character emerges as

a.reaction.to its function of training students for adequate

:Oult:role performance.

Weber, in contrast td Durkheim's conception of Schools as

homogenizing agencies, saw them as differentiation mechanisms

through which inequalities in statuses and roles are bureau-
.

/erotically allocated, certified, and legitimated (1958). But

both Durkheim and Weber, and later Waller (1932) and Jackson

(1968), saw educational agencies as, reflections of the larger

-society, which changed in response to the imperaTes of that

society.
2 According to Durkheim, schools are places where
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society recreates itself iii the young,
1

2he,similprities in values of the schOol'and e work .place

*8tiggest p. conservative Inference that their rspeptiVe structures
, \N

JN
of social 'relations are isomorphic; a less- conservative and

nonetheless plausible conclusion is that the structure arid.

conent.Of social relations in schools accommodated the social

relations of production.

major proponents- of this
e

Samuel.,Bowles and Herbert GintiS, the

thesis,.cOr4end that class - specific

--"..^-....
.7"

"hidden curricula" reinforce those noncognitiVe traits' appropriate

70 she probable occupational destinations of the students in a
0

,s'school, such that, e.g., socialization practices conducive to

obedience, industriousness, and restrkint' willbe emphasized in

lower clasS schools and classrooms.

The,same phenomenon has been referred to ies6 widely.as the

"system,maintenance.func-elon't of social develophentin sctools

(se Hess, 1971), i.e., inculcation of studentsWith attitudes
4

and behavior which pi-oluce positive,affept, for, the existing,

educational and political authority ,syStem.5 Compliance with

law and bureaucratic rules isfproducd through identificatioii,

modeling, and conditioning rather than by conceptual learning
n ^ 1 .

and teaching. In this'way, the,yeteM maifitenance,function of

-14

sch6Ols, being non-conceptual and manipulative, can be regarded
,

as a bidden curridulum for what' is learned though `not Apecificaily
4

taught.
t

Paul Goodtan has harshly,observeds

In the junior and senior high,dahool .gradesl, schools):

a;:-e an arm of the police, providingcops and
a

.'concentration camps paid for in nhe blidzet under -

the heading "Board of Education. " The, educational

,/ 00004
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role is, by and large, to provide at public

and parents' expense - apprenticeship training for

corporations, government, and the tea hing profession

itself, and also totrain the ydUng as New Ybrk-

City's Commissioner of Education has said (in the

Worley case) "to handle.constructiv ly:their

Problems of adjustment to authority.

schoolocritics as Paul Goodman),One not have tb quote" such

however

"School

toward'cogn

" (Goodman,`' 1969.)

"X.'According to a recent US GoArnment panel On _youth
e

a certain kind of environment :' individualistic, oriented,

Ave achievement, imposing dependency on and withholding

ponsibility from ,those in the 'role- as students..".
. A

(Panel on Youthrv19,74). Assessments such as, this have)m4t wi

authority and

incraLsing enthus

sense in explaini

asl, mainly because theyseem to make So Much
°6'

,',.1.a.fe iri schools.,

It is frequentbserved among those who write about sChdOling,

life in schools is,Alienating, and that this preparess.;tudents :

vtor the alienating work 344 which is tofollow:
7

'

8

.

Mss public educationAas not evoled into its "presetn

a

- .

aureaucratichierarchfeaki and,e:uthoritarian farm
. ,

because of the, organizational prerequisites of
)

.
. -

Impartinecognitive skills.' Such skills may. in fact
. ,

_ t . ,,,,-

ae more efficiently developed in democratic;;--non,z-
.

. , \
repressive atmospheres. Rather-5 1e social reIatiolid

\ : %,
.

of education produce and reinforce`-those values;
.

attitudes,. and -akfectiye capabities Which allVw

individUals to 'hove smoothly, into an alienated' and

class-stratified society,: 1970,

From 'ihiS perspective, American high sohools are seen to-, be
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compet,itivg places.which stifle collective efforts.

:ndividualistib,antagonistic competition is promoted in the .

classroom as well as the gym. The ideal of the atomized individual

:'making its' by himself4 even against the interests of Others, is
. 9

.v.

-.;said TO be pervasiv'e. Problems confronting high school students

'are mostoften cast
)
as purely personal, with attention focused

on other students as the cause of the prabliems. Such.a formulation

is held to result from'the structure and content of schooling.

This competi-4ive spirit'of schpolihg 'accommodates the

colilpetitive.,nirit of the political-economy, where the problems

in people's iives'and work are typical* seen as indivi'du41 ones,

and usually with other peciplp:as.their basis (see Mills, 1959;

Rytina0Form, and Pease,' 1'9700 Such-a perspective acts to
,?-

.
8

divert attention from the existing sOcial structure, conse%lenly

.But the competitive values reinforced and possibly inclucated

, so r

by. schools 'Are only one part of the alienating life students
. ,

. . ,
.

experience which anticipates-their futrUre occupational:role
r _

.

performances. The Structure and content'of'high school curricula., .

:-.-
, e .

.... additiOiially mirror the occupational'" sphere through. emphasis on

'1.-Fconformity, 2) external rewards,. and 3) various noncognitive'

i '

.

. :behaviors. Specifically, "high schools are ecsid to` value conformity
. . .

over self-direction. Obedirpe, that IL is preferred to autonomy._
. , / -- .

- Such behavior is in conformance with the hieraiThy of 'authority in

schools and work places alike. The existence af rewards external -Co
',.

.

;the work place - whether Faees or Mercurys - motivates the desired
,

conformity.' Arid certgin'noncognitive behaviors 0
whiCh'result in

, --.
,

-
,

,

these external rewards arse exhibited by successful students as .\

4 ;

,hell as successful employees.

C 00006
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The competitive, conforming, rewarcHseeking, personality

oriented nature-of School and work environmentsxis.sjeen to be

evident. It is also evident that different kinds of work are

differentiated along these dimensions, with the

that schooling must be similarly differefitiate

predicted result

These dimensiOns,

then, constitute preparation which is functional-to,successfuI
F ,

role performance at various levels ofthe occupational structure.

Dreeben (1968) contends, "If. schooling forms,the"Dinkage'between

H-,he family life of children and the public,life-of adults, it must

`,-covide experiences conducive to learning. the principles of b-onduct

and patterns of behavior appropriate to` adult Grannis 6.967)

t- ,
has pointed out that the organization of york at each 'level of "t

. .

education provides students with

organization they will encounter,

a'mcdellof the mode of work
*

if theyiterminate their education

at that poiht, This reasoning may-be extended: The kind of

education a studentshas provides a modp1 similar to the one

provided by the amount.

In less general :terms,. people who work at "middle class,"

white collar (congeptually orient °ed, people oriented) occupations

would be expected to.meet with experiences in high schbal that

wpUld.differ from the experiences peoplemould have who work at

"working class, "-=blue collar, manually oriented cccupations. The

.structure and content of social relations in high schools would.

be different, for students.in academic, college preparatory tracks'''.

than it would be for those in non=academic vocational tracicsA-

In addition to differences in status, security, and wage,

gtructure, it is-apparent h t "whit.e'collar"',work requires the

exercise of more judgment d autonomy than- "blue collar" work.

.1idery agreed upon desirable trai s for white collar and blde

00007 collar employees would 'prOvidei ,ications of values and behaviors'W."
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.

which schools would seek to differentially cultivate through the

structure of social relations: 'Evidence that such values and

behaviors are cultivated might look like this:
, .

A teacher in a non-academic track classroom would be predicted

to demand more conformity and obedience, more teaoher-directed,

teacher-initiated activitthan a teacer in an academic track

blassroom.11 Only systematic study of the.socialization emphases ,

in classrooms of both types would provide evidence of theamount

0,12opportunity students,have to exercise judgment, independence,:

and autonomy.

Problems with the Analysis

Despite'the apparent self-evidence that schools replica-6e

.

the strutture of social relations.cf-idroduction, such an analysis

presents Several problems which have to do' primarily with:.

A

1) a challenging consumption ifitetpretation; 2) the uncertb.in.

iRipac't of schooling. on noncognitive student attributes; 3) tlie

increasingly maladaptve,rcaAof sdhboling in%relationto.the

. Li needs.of production;
,

,and ) the absence' of an, adequate data b

/
4

base.

. t

, k :
,

.

, ,,,.

Production or "consumption v
.

The.occurrence of a-repressive, hidden curriculum, alienating.
k

the:MarxianSense:12 which eproduoescrthe Social
,

relaiOns O
"- C

,
I;

.. .

productiOh, has been:aplained somewhat by Ivan
, c,

Illich11971), who,,attri,buteS-the ohlircter of schooling to the.

needs; consumption rather .than to those of production: According
.

-., . .

,- . .

to Mich, schooling_develops the noncognitive-traits such as
c). , _

_..,

dodility which are:necessary for manipulable consulters: "Once l.
4 -

I t t` , . ,
4, ,' 1 /., 1 .,

"mail or woman has 4ccepted the need, foii school,--he orshe is &a-9E4y,

. i ..
. .. -

, I

prer.for other institutions" (in the sphereof
.

product consumption):
Or

,..4 00008 \
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A

Successfully.sycho o ed students learn what is standardizedertified;

,_ pre-padkaged, 'and purchasable. i6 worthwhile. ,,./ .

r.

Such discussions-of de alienated consumer have held sote

. currency, in- critiques of American life in genera1.13 Related
A t

.

observations had bden,made by Chinoy (1955) , e.g., 'who, in his
.

L ,

N 0 °'
*

study of auto workers, remarked that.,"the concern with immediate
i

-
,

4 - \ . . .

graT,'ifications unrelated to one's 'occupation is encouraged by prevalent

,

4
a

values intAmerioansOcietyl'/ The massed apparatUs of-coimercial

advertiiing incessantly stimulate the desire for things wlach_are
;

immediately available. . . . American culture has shifted from a '

central concern with the valueg, of production to the/values of

.

consumption." A4.though his sample of young auto workers verbally .°

srofessed concei with occupational success, dhinoy.conCluded tier.

were more likely to
-beI.Kterested in "going,out.," "having a girl

0 10

,friend,"4travelling,,owning a car or kmotorcycie: This%consumerization

of lture can be construed as contributing to the repressiveness of

tne\sodial sy stem. Gintis (1972a) w9ul agrue, hov;ever-, that "the

,

sales pitchesof manipUlative institutions,-rather.than generating
7 Yfr

the values of commodity'fetishism, merely capitalize.upon and

reinforce a set of .alines' derived from and reconflrmed by'daily:
.

personal 'experience in the. social sys m."' Schooling and advertisirig,,
, ,

then, could not -be explanatbrYAriaBles in accounting for consumer

colisciousness,yhich is generated Primaril from the,wOrk. life

,
4

,exPerience ofindll\riduals., And this experience it such an uninviting
., .

..
/ .

. , ,

context fdr satisfying. activity' that,the reasonable reeponSe of
. t

individuals is to emphasize consumptiOn: "rt*may no be much, but

; .itEs all we've got ... . consumer, value's are nbtlaberrations induced

by manipulative*:So4alization" (tan-61s, 1972a:81)'.
0 ,

,
4

Gintis appears to satisfactorily confront.IlliclOs tritique,..
./. ,

,
4

,

. ..
-.:. - . 0

'. 00009 "..
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6,a
partially because - although neither says it - the two explanations ;

.

may h0-c," be nekssarily' incompatible. It _seems true that the creation,'
Y ?eg ..,

of new markets'iMplie6 the construction of repress ye social` relations
.

Li
in order to meet productive needs. That is, throUgh 'their' replication

'

,,,,.

of the alienating structures 0,f social relations of production, schoolsn

contribute both to production and consumption of Poducts.14 The
g - .

.

Ada
.

e
u

.

s 9

need to, gape consumer demandd can be, seen to b.compatible with the

I

need to supply a docile, manipulable labor force, and,both needs can

° be' met by bureaucratized schooling.. Gintis' objection to Illich's

formulation is directed not at it' critical assessment of capita3;ist
o

.accumulation, but at the social action this analysis implies; After

-one hag aoOepted that the character ofschooling derives from
,

.,capit,alism's need to manipulate consumer demand rather thai from

its n'ded t*o manipulate worker behavior, the program invo.ves
o.. r

T. g '

addressing the oonsciousness of .people as,ponsumers rather thaft as
=

)'
pcoducers,,and'thisi.unlikely to result in any amelioration of the

'taiienatirie conditions in the work place.
. . ,

Gintis claims thatunalienating Irk is possible'.
. ,

,. '

decentralization, rotation, worker '.00ntroi, and the
,

'reintroduction ,
of craft in production, with reorganization along master-pprentice

. ._
.

.,..

or glup control. lines. However,
.

an institutional context .with the

,

-.

A

need to maiAtairl power appears to result in bureaucratic order in
-\;

ough flexible 'for decision-making, ''creates anproduction, which,

inflexible work (lace. $eyond this, technologias,and work roles
.

which maximize profits predominate and "product attributes are
.

determined by their contribution-to gross Sales and growth of the
. -

ehterprise" (Gintis, 19724: The ,control, profit, and grOw;th

implicit in dapitalist' economic institutions imply alienating social

relations of prOauctiori. To summarize Gintis' perspective in hig

0001
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0 words,

!II,

"fr

r 9

It seems clear that schciels instill the values.of

y
docility, degrees,of subordination correSponding

r

to different levels in the hierarchy of productioa,

and motivation accordirig to external -.ewara: It
seems also true that they do not reward, but

drIstead penalize,behavior. By inhIbiting- the

full development of individual capacitie's for

meaningful individual. activity, schools produce
. ,

Mich's contended outcomest'' The individual as

passive.receptor,replaces the individual as active

agent. But the articUlation with the`aar.ger society'

is production rather than consumption. (my emphasis)

GintiV most convincing evidence i refutation of.Illich's .

t, .
,

thesis appears to, focus,on: 1) the extensive historical rese4rah*h-
,

O

,

I

Katz,'1968, 1971a; Callahan, 1962; Cremin, 1964; Sp4ng,
t/ 4 i

19:72; Cohen and Lazerson,".1972, etc:),' which attributes changes.
I,

in the educational system to changes in

of Production; 2) studies by economists'

1963) showing education to be a major.source o economic growth, /

'06

in its labor training function; 'and 3) researcii which demonstrates °

the developing, system

(Denisoilii102; Schultz,

1

that noncognitive traits developed throigh schZoling explain '

, .

more 'variance in worker prOductivity than cognitive ones
.

(Gintis,
. I. I

1971).A o
.

, -,

.

2.'ploncognitive effects of schooling
4

Evidence iielated to theodevelopment;in.schools of noncognitive.

traits presents difficulties., The'Social relations of schools, for

example, cannot be said to accommodate the structure of social
. .

relations ofproduction if the attempt is made to Similarly socialize

Vt. 000110 ,vor * AIL
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. ,

students of,different social origins and. occupational destinations::
c'' flik

It must be established first whethbr such ssimilar socializati.an
.

first
.

occurs and whether such socialization has-ally impact.

In view of the existerr 'of academic and vocational tracks and
,0

t1-2e corresponding occupations they prepare students'for, it may be ;Y

assumed that studente are socialized differently. But whether ±he ,

socialization of vocational track students is different fromthat 4

of college track s'iudents,sand different regardless of,origin status,
. 4 .

as postulated by Bowles and Gintis, Tq7not yet pertain. ,7,Xf

0 differential socialization practices are employed,' whether track=

or class-specifib, $he,next questiot is'iPhether such' .

11' . ,

,

practices have an important impact'. iWhile t may be granted that
..

. , . ,, P
c. 1

.%
"profit-maximizing firms ,find i1tsy remunerative to hire\ more highly

, . .. . . .
.

. .

educated workers ahigher pays even irrespective of diff,pnenaes ,

.
^.,

amCng inditiduals in 'cognitive abilities or attainments" (G.int
. ,...

. .. ,

. .T

19?1), that sclrOling imparts these traits may not be so. JenckS
*p

(1971); for inetances, while attributing great import to noncognitive.
. _ )

traits in the ekplanation of income differences, holds that frially6trf.

these traits are differentially istributed prior to secondary
. .

schooling. Feldman Newcomb'(1970) hav'e made similar observations

aboutthigher edUcation on the basis of oven 1500 studies. .Shea and
- . . , .,

Rehberg (1973). found that, inyelationto 23 noncognitiia.traitsc*,'
: .

the-effect of schooling was. simply to' extend pre -existing

k
t ,

differences.1-6 Astin (1961)o-takes the extremeposition ihatAile

0
eqects of schooling can be explained almost entirely when enough''

student body characteristics-are Controlled. However,paisZ:and
, .

.0. %, ..

riorney .(1967) and Dreeben (1968) have poptryed the school' as ..

4
..

..

having a powerful ,effect on' the formation of student attitudes and
4 s

40 4

values.

gi 00012
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1, z. .
.11

One resolution of this issue May, be thdt, owing to the number,
.

,
0

.
. .

,

.

.
.., .

-and; diversity Of,n0nbagnitive traits, diffeient researcAes May
,, .

' be.addressing different ,trait`. 'Kohlberg and..Rochel_le (1972), for ,

, . . ,
. , .

..
Instance, say; , .

,

. .

o

The relatiVely.geperal, pnditudinally stable personality

Irdits Which have been identified ih earlier childhbod
40

are traits of,tImperament: introversion-extroversion
/

passivity - activity - whi:ch have-been 'shown^to be in

large, part, hereditary temperamental t rait;
1, 4 .

°"1

Thal: schcOling could have no impact on Some nondognitiIe traits,'!
,

great impact on cithh s,. and merel ektend still.other, pie- exiting
%

,traits seems a more plausible explanation in 'a bompleX orld.

implicit-
1 e

in the structur 'and,content af a Sbhbol:curriculum ar siFilar' to.

I

.Anothe'r resolution7ayr1Te that, although the valu

, _ -------, , )

the values student espoUee,44O causal re ationship e.i.s-ts. ,

Bereiter(1972) sugge th4f, Elz., although bothstudentsand -.

e
mdrkingqsystems are. compe tive, "we are 'merely looking at two sides

N . i .

!

,
. . of the same thingthe preyaiI'ng.values of society.",- Schooling

,
. refaects 'rather than creates the values. Such an, explanation is

, . .
,,

,

. ,
. .

1) consistent, with the Bowles:-Gintis corresponddEce principle that

th%values bf the capitalist society are replicated in, both the
, , .

,school ana the home, but 2)-ineonsistent with the thegis,the school

incluoates,these values; "Fo-r the most. part people who receive

different schooling are already different in other ways'that maie'

them non-comparabld and that makes it'impossible to isolate the.

effect of schooling" (Berpiter).

Implioit in Bereiter's argument, nevillpeless, is somesupport

for the theSis thatschbol inculcates values.-',While Bereiter

doubts the educational impact ("explicit teaching," i.e.;

. 00012
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curriculum ontent) of schooling, he concede that the "conditions

of child care," i.e., structure of the curriculum, create specific

atmospheres which may be permissive or coercive. This appeal to

the importance of structure enables Bereiter to 'deny educations

effectiveness.at norkodattive development while agreeing. with

the potential impact of""canditipnsof child care."

Now; let's considerwhat4noncognitive traits gintis ha's in

*Lind: . , . the affective traits that are rewarded in s'chool

come to correspond to'the
;

0
he postulates, is evident

These include "degree of
'

.levels-of the hierarchy o

.

needs of alienated production, and this,

in the social relatiorfs of the classroom.

subordinancy corresponding to different

f production," "primacy of cognitive as

.opposedto creative modes of social response," (see Gintis, 1969),,

,,motivation by thei,"external reward of grades a*d promotion," AndLo

v

. Just as the wei-k prOcesd is stratified', and

workers on different leveis'in the hierarchy of authority'

and status are required to display .substantively distinct

patterns of values, aspira ons,.personality traits, and

modes of "social presentat "..(dress, tanner of speech,
- .

personal identification, and loyalties toa particular

social syStem)-, so the school tystem'ptra'tifies tracks,

and structures social interactipn according to'criteria

of social class.and relative scholastic success. (Gintis

1971; see also.Clirti; 1935 and GorZ, 1970)-

This last Set of noncagefitiye' characteristict comprise "middle

class":values, attitudes,:manners, and skills that schools,

because of thetocial,clase background of their teachers and

.administratort, are frequently saidLto impart; For examplei.. a

0001}
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.

quite recent prqgressive report on the aims and objectives of

education in Canada 'Provincial Committee, '1968)oited by Katz.

(1971d),' emphasizes the development, of "desirable!' attitudes,

i.e., reformation of worlcing class into middle class attitudes.

Rich (1960) contends,

Man1'teachers, failing to recognize the characteristics

and social patterns of the lower class child, find that

the lowei class child is a disciplinary problem, lacks

IVivation, and does not demonstrate the manners' and

morals becoming to youth. This lack of understanding

seems to-stem from the fact that public school teachers

typically come from middle.class families . . . . Many,

',teachers unintentionally and without realization of th'e

far-reaching consequences, try to get.lower class

'chiidren,to adopt a code of behavior that is . . .

quite foreign and unnatural to thew.: . . 'Many

teachers discipline in terms.of etiquette arid manners

sanctioned by.the middle class and, as a result of this

inculcation, many teachers are discouraged.to find their

efforts lantrOductive-in converting lower Class children

to their way of behaving.

.

Harvey (1972) likewise found teachers seldom alter their behavior

or curriculum (structure or content) to coincide with the behavior

their lower cla:ds students displayed. ,Additionally, the probleis
;

sch4pls have with upper middle class as well as lower class students

has been pointedly empilasized lately:

The-bureaucratic and professional organization of

modern teaching is not making connection with the

F.. values and practice6 of the current urban lower class.
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The daily routines of educational organizations, as

now structured are.also boring increasing numbers

of affluent adolescents in the cities and 'suburbs'

whose background and lifestyle generates new

demands for variety and flexibility in instruction

(Panel on Youth, 1,974) -47

This, portrayal of the unsuccessful attempt to inculcate all-

Nt-cudents, including those from the lower

Ioclass values is quite different frdm the

class, with middle

Bowles-Gintis charge

that schools differentially imNrt such traits in a ciass-spOific

..way,.1 7: (See Shea, 1976)'

$

,Regar4less.of the exiatefice of tracking, if the attempt is

made in,schopls to socialize children similarly, schools cannot_

be said to accommodate the exis ting structure of,:sociai relations.,

If such an attempt is made, however, th6: Bowles-Gintis -thccokimodatiOn'

thesis, i.e., the correspondence'principle, isLmade more credible, .

Evidence for the thesis includes' Harveyls (1972) findingd that

compared to teachers in middle class class'roomt, teachers*in loWer

(

class classtoomt were more directive, and that behavioraf " 'control

appeared to be the primary goal.

II
Schools can accommodate thesdcial relations of pi%Oduction

.
simply by .their development of sp6cific,atiributea which are adaptiike

to the work piace.'- Or schools can fall to-accommodate the so6ial.L
1

relations of prodi.iction,throiagh unifo;mattempts at inculting-ali,
. .,

. students with ,siitilar middle class values4 ,which - to the-.extent- !

.

y . .:-...

such inculcation effctrts are slikessful - would -be fr'eciilebtly c ,--such
,.. =,-.

,,,, , c
c

, >, ,
..

maladaptive to the work, place. e -)- L

,

00(46
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Schoolin,,z as preparation for class-specific work

,If it.is-true, that cia§srooi socialization anticipates the

soeialrelatio4s of the work place, current worker dissatisfacti n

is not easy teexplain. The "over-education" or "under-utilizatiOn"

which currently'characterizes the work ,force is substantial evidence

for the-.thesis that schooling does' ot accommodate he needs of
'or

production. -Assembly line workers with several years of college,

e.g., seem less content than those with only a high school diploma

(see Berg, 1972; Shea, 1975)

The Carnegie Commission projection that by 1980, ,twenty-five

17ercent of those graduating from clege.will cloCupy occupational
11:

slots held by high school graduates a decakie earlier forecasts
N

/'

greater worker dissatisfaction, especially when only halff these
4 -

to,ositions will be "upgraded" or "enriched!' at i.e., only the

11,

qualifications will be changed, not the ature of the work.

:AronowItz (1973) argues convinci ngly that notonly are work

/ .

requirements becoming artifically/high (see Yager, 197'2), but that

the:disappointment experienced 13,V those filling these'positions is
..

.

potentially radicalizing. Muc current evidence to support the
;

.

effects ofover-education o the work foice thesis is anecdotal.

However, it is difficult o support that schooling accommodates

the needs of pro6ct. When the training for independence and

,

autonomy said to ire both colleges and college preparatory
. .

,high school tracks provides workers with precisely those qualities

s . could not use in the .work place.

e
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An adequate data base

.That the structure of Social'relations in'high,ols is'-
,

,dIfferent for students-in academic, college loreprartoi.y tracks

- ,than 'it is for those in non-academic, vocational tracks requires
'

more evidence than currently exists.. The research proposed here
, ,

!

has track assignment as the indepenaent variable. About one-

half of all US'high,schools employ a tracking system. Tracks

are understood.to comp4se,career lines, t.g., college preparatory,

vocational, technical, 'industrial, business, general, basis,

and remedial curricula. Students in different tracks area z

separated into 44ferent courses or different classes of the same

course, although sometimes students from different tracks take,the,_

,

same course in the same classroom. The importance of tracking in

the ,present"itudy is the degree to which it anticipates the

occupational roles of students. While it is plausible that

0 academic track students ate being socialized for professional

and semi-professional occupations, students in the vocational

.track, are being socialized for unskilled industrial work, and

studentsin:the general. business-,commercial track are being

socialized for skilled end semi-skilled service occupations.

Classroom Socialization, the dependent variable, will be

defined by, characteristics desCriptive,of self-rtported teacher
5 1f

emphases on the following behaviors:

neatness
punctuality
obedience
docility
subordinancy
respect for rules
conformity

independence
. judgment
creativity
internalization,of rules
autonomy
curiosity
originality

pools
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It is'hypothesZzed that differences in emphasis or non - emphasis
,-...,

-
on these :dehaviors will be greater between tracks than within

3 , ,
_. .,

. .

7
, -

hem. Interview datb. will be collected from the.population of t:
. _ ,- - 7 l't

,
.. a

teachers at tWo'comprehensive high schools.: Interviewing the ,_

, .--

population has the advantage of avoiding sampling._pr9bler
,

1.i

t S. t.-
$1

well as, insuring that some interviewed d-teachers will be assigie&I
P_,, , , ,

. . .

.,
, _-.. .. -

,

to TWO or,pOssibIy three- differeAt:tracks, The, analysis may
_ -

.4- ,t--
;

emphasize the responses from these teachers, in order to determine`

to what extent students° in different tracks are socialized

differently, ceteris paribus. 'Hyp'othees-will be accepted or

rejected on the basis of aysisof variance, which will

permit comparison within track differenOes to between track

differences in teacher socialization practices.

. Conchksion
i',I5'

Because of both the intuitive appeal of the Bowles-Gintis
.

.

,thesis and its increasing acceptance, the data would be expected
.

,

. . 24'4

to support it. If the social relations of the classroonf are fouAd
-,-,

not to replicate those of the work place, at least requiredidatah

will have been brought to bear on the thesis, and at most the

thesis will be called into question. . .

The instituienaliiation of any explanation involves first5its

widespread acceptance, then.its.gradual'and tentative rejection:f

and finally its modification and incorporation into a larger

4 framework. In these terns, the present research would contritUte

either to the closing of the first stage or the opening of they

second.
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Research addressing the.powles-Gintis version of why

educationaireforms'ifail to achieve equality holds an unusualP .

A 1

O

4

C

- A

134.ce in. educational research. It does not attribute this

failure to genetic, community, or family influences, or even to

.'schooling itself.. To the extent this structural explanation

for the failure of educational reforms, can be empirically

supported, it 'will challenge the means of production that

schools are said ,to accommodate.

4:

4

fr
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'FOOTNOTES :

.

4
,

i
.

If .
t

1 As Sewell and lauber (1972) obierve, the founders o' the
,

&

diPciline, including Ward,ceomte,-Spencer4 Dutkheim, and - -,

..{

I.

Cooley, were iterested in'the.role of'schooling in passing
. -

on the social and cultural heri4ge. Broad statements about

education's cultural transmission, socialization,, social

Cortrqr, and soc41 progress characterized the preWorld War II

sociology o-f education literatUre; Various-tyPes,and levels og

education were not specifically 'treated (see Clams, 1974;

Kohlberg and Rochelle, 1972):

' 2 Much more recently, Paul 'Goodman (1969) has observed, "Chit

schools r.eflect socipty very closely, except that they emphasite

many of its worst features," George Leonard', In Education and .

.Ecstasy, says, "'Right aribwers,' spe8ialization, standardization,,

`narrow comp4ition, pager acquisition, aggression, detachment

from the self, without them, it has seemed4 the social machinery

would bieak dowry, VDo not call the schools cruelpr unnatural

for . . . furthei.ing what society has demanded "
44_

3 Accomliodationis used here in view of the, Bowles and Gintis

(1974) observltion that " . . . the day to day contact of parents

and children with the competitive, cognitively oriented School

environment ,. . buttresses.in a very immediate_andconcrete way

the technocratic perspectiye on economic 'organizations".

-

4 "Social relations of production",is defined by Bowles. and Gint,I.s

°(1974) as, "thefsystemof rights' and respon6ibilities,*duties and

rewards, that govern the interaction of all, individuals involved

organized produative-activity." (See ,also Gotz, 1

relations of production formhe basis .for such div

0) The Social

s

rgent stratification

systems as caste, feudal,, serf -, community4ollective, and the -wage

la'por or capitalist and state capitalist types. The/stratification

system of advanced papitalist societies is based on a hierarchical

divigion of labor, with top-doWn power and control (Weber, 1958t.

Marglin, 1971).

doom



.
,

,

5 George, leon nand has obserd,'-"Thetask of preventfng the 'need .

. P ,-
,

generatibnfrom changing.; .n, deepoSiknificant way is
$ 44 , 3their.. ' '

-.precisely what most s9cieti requira Of ,educators."-
,

,

.
.

.6 Analternative explanation,foi the emphasis, on control in schools

. is simply that,. in any la4e,group of pebple, a,centialfoqus must

necessily b:e on. methods of contb11: "Eo reorganize a school in

such a
,

way ghat young persons haveirespoii4bilityand authority ,

appeard extremely difficult, loecaujte sticlireorganizatkon is
,y 0

Incomatible,with the basis, cuS-Codial-NfiCtion of the school."

(Panel on Youth, 1974)' But such an
,

explanation implies no variation

in crowd contr(51,;techniqueswithin a school, unless teacher backgrounds

di'ffer by curriculum type and Pupil type, or unless control is
. .

adapted to The social clads.of-the students. i
. J

7. Alienation as it is used here reftrsto socia prdcesses rather

"Than to psgahologicai'dtates. Work is understOod to be alienoting

co the extent that its historical deefopMnt, content; and structure

eXist apart from Workers,

-8. Although how schOolsaliendte students diTferen-tia4ly All be

ConsAred later, it should be suggested at the onset that schools
e.

. -A 'W
,A:liglgie all students by:` "paSsivity,'subordination, -forced'

.
0 0

separatipn,frimi self, fragmentea sequencing of learning, age

isolation from community life with the unrealities,,

school. that folloW, an almost eXcclusive emphasis

'on-future gains from schooling," . (Schafer, et al.,- 1970.
,

9 Ferrandino 0.969Y, in-a didcussion',af youth culture in the
(-co

United States 'during the 50's and 60's,c'ontends that the level of

consciousness' was at the level of indiVidual consciousness: "if

one couldn't make,tit .(sexually, sOcially),it'waS his own fault and

not the system's, i.'e., the, Connection's that,,,deemingIi

problems of 'ad'justment' and an Aploilati'ire, oppressiire social
system hadn't been m.l.de'.".

r

_
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-10 The noncogn4ive behaviors referred tohere are different

,from the.ones referred t9 by Jencks When, says' the noncognitive'

. --impact of sdhooling is minor. The political econ9Mistsusually
0

refer to nonoognitiVe traits which are moreoSubject to change
$

than, e.g., the personality traits such, as passivity and introversion.
t

11. -. Parsons. (1959) Was tpecifically-concerned with the classroom

.socialization of t e child, with its inculcation of valties and

1111'norms.' Both Durk eim and Weber saw the teacher as the socializing
.

Lagent in the sdhool.
.

,

. .

12 Fpr some Concrete expressicin of the alienating nature of

schooling arid the work place, ,consider such 'songs as the Coasters'

"Charley Brown,'' Chuck Berry's "School Days," the Silhouettet

"G-et A ,Job, -'hand Fats Daminois' "Blue-Monday,"'all, of/NCh were

popular in the '50's as well'aa more recently.
A . .

/
13 (1971) observes that severe-dislocations deriving irot

fragmentation of work and the community and institutionalized

inequalities are contained in mental and penal instictutions..

14, Inlhis analysis'of the Popular music of the,60's,

Ferrandino (1969) points_out the individualpseudwaroblems

which dominated lyrics, e.g., "oan one mate it with.,Marsha on

Saturday, night?"

15 Indeed; acoordingto Bowles and Gintis (1974), " . : . for

4! the vast majority o workers'and jobs, selection, assessed jail

ad-.1

.

equacy, and promotion are based qn attributes.other than I. Q."

c
16 Foradditional,evidenceon the lack of noncognitivedmpact,

. ,

4f schooling, see also Davis (1971), Berg (197U), Collins (1971).,

Fullan and LoubSer .0.972), Frymier (1971), and Backman et al. (1971).

7
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17 -Hollingstread (1949) observed that teachers believed academic

track students have greater motivation.or %Perhaps teachers may be

satisfying their desire to se,students reflect thejaeademic valuts

'they,hold.", Too, the P. Q. distribution did not account for the,

concentration of higher'.gisde point averaids among upper SES

students. All of which,sUggests that noncognitiVe traits of_'

collegd track students are paramount in explaining their success

in a curriculum-preparatory to white:collar work.

..
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